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Abstract
According to the previous studies diagnostic examinations are the largest man-made
source to collective effective dose (CED) in World. It was observed that, despite of the
large number of medical X-ray installations in Sudan and in particular conventional x-ray
procedures, studies aimed at estimating collective effective dose in diagnostic radiology
were lacking. The purpose of this study was to estimate the annual frequency of plain
radiography examinations and to estimate the annual collective effective dose to
Sudanese population due to plain radiography examinations, selected by their high
frequencies or their relatively high doses delivered to patient. To have an idea about the
typical examinations frequencies, data were collected from a sample of ten hospitals in
Khartoum. The collected data provided information about the x- ray machine
manufacturer, year of installation and frequency of some examinations per day. The
annual collective effective doses from all medical examinations to the population are:
441, 166, 630, 544 ,276, 525, 30, 9, 12 and 161 man Sv from Abdomen AP, chest AP,
pelvis, Lumbar Spine AP, Lumbar Spine PA, Lumbar-sacral Joints, Skull AP, Skull LAT
, Skull PA and from others examination; respectively. The resulting annual collective
effective dose was evaluated at 2793 man Sv, with the largest contribution of pelvis and
LS examinations and lowest contribution of Skull examinations. Collective effective dose
resulting from the use of plain radiography examinations in the Sudan is small compared
with global results. But that does not negate the need to conduct radiological surveys in
frequent intervals to meet the increase of the successive X-ray equipment to try to
estimate and reduce the doses of patients and the public.
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CHAPTER ONE
General introduction
1.1Introduction:
The collective population doses from artificial radiation sources have, since their
introduction in different practices, been dominated by medical radiology due to the high
frequency of examinations and the patient doses involved. Certainly, this situation will
continue also for the decades to come. New diagnostic imaging technologies not
involving ionizing radiation, such as ultrasound and magnetic resonance, are today
applied in addition to X-rays, and are not expected to replace the use of X-rays for
diagnostic purposes in the near future [1]. In Sudan over the past 5 years, there has been
marked growth in the absolute number of diagnostic medical procedures that utilize
ionizing radiation. In addition, there has been an increasing frequency of relatively high
dose procedures including computed tomography (CT) scanning, interventional
procedures, and cardiac nuclear medicine [2]. As of 2010, medicine represented the
largest source of ionizing radiation exposure to the Sudan population. In diagnostic
radiology, assessment of doses from several types of examination or procedures should
be made to encourage the optimization of the radiation protection of the population. Most
physicians have difficulty assessing the magnitude of exposure or potential risk.
Collective effective dose provides an approximate indicator of potential detriment from
ionizing radiation and should be used as one parameter in evaluating the appropriateness
of examinations involving ionizing radiation [2]. Through the last two decades, several
surveys have been performed studying the annual collective effective doses in a number
of countries. The lessons learned are first of all the recognition of the significant
variations in patient doses between different radiological departments for the same type
of examinations. There are several causes for these variations and the factors involved
contribute in a complex manner. Differences in equipment performance, competence,
skills, working habits and examination procedures are important factors which influence
1

the patient dose [1].In Sudan, not much work has been carried out for the assessment of
collective effective dose to population. The UNSCEAR report 2008 states that the
estimated annual collective effective dose to the world population from diagnostic
examination is estimated to be 4,000,000 man Sv [3].
Conventional radiography is one of commonly imaging modalities used in diagnostic
radiology. In Sudan there are a large number of conventional x- ray machines. A large
number of examinations can be performed. In this study an attempt has been made to
estimate the collective effective dose received to population from these types of
diagnostic radiology examinations and the annual frequencies of some examinations.
This study was conducted in order to optimize radiation protection of population.
This study was based on data gathering from ten major hospitals in Khartoum, five are
public and the other are private, the collected data provide information on the number of
the examinations per day in order to estimate the annual frequencies, also data included
the x-ray machine manufacturer and date of instillation. The data was collected for both
adults and children.
To estimate the annual collective effective dose in this work, estimating values of the
mean effective dose for each examination type were predominantly obtained from
national dose survey carried out in 2006 [4].

1.2Biological effects of radiation:
There are two basic categories of the biological effects that may be observed in irradiated
persons) [5]. These are:
1. Due largely to cell killing (deterministic): these effects are observed after large
absorbed doses of radiation and are mainly a consequence of radiation induced
cellular death. They occur only if a large proportion of cells in an irradiated tissue
have been killed by radiation and the loss cannot be compensated by increased
cellular proliferation.
2. Mutations which may result in cancer and hereditary effects (stochastic or
probabilistic), as mentioned above, irradiated and surviving cells may become
2

modified by induced mutations (somatic, hereditary). These modifications may
lead to two clinically significant effects: cancer and hereditary mutations.
Effects due to cell killing (such as skin necrosis) have a practical threshold dose below
which the effect is not evident but in general when the effect is present its severity
increases with the radiation dose. The threshold doses are not an absolute number and
vary somewhat by individual.
Effects due to mutations (such as cancer) have a probability of occurrence that increases
with dose, it is currently judged that there is not a threshold below which the effect will
not occur and finally the severity of the effects is independent of the dose.
Thus a cancer caused by a small amount of radiation can be just as malignant as one
caused by a high dose.
Malformations induced by radiation in the concepts in the period of organogenesis (3-8
Week of pregnancy), are also due to cell killing and are classified as deterministic effects.
The same applies to malformations of the forebrain - leading to mental retardation induced by the exposure between 8 and 15 weeks (and to some extent up to 25 week)
after conception. The threshold doses are however, substantially lower than those found
for deterministic effects after irradiation in extra uterine life: thus, 100-200 mGy form a
threshold-range for malformations induced between the 3d and 8th week, and ~ 200 mGy
for the aforementioned brain damage (8-25 week) [5].

1.3 Principles of radiation protection:
The need for radiation protection measures was first realised by the radiologists
themselves and British radiological pioneers already in 1915 made recommendation
concerning radiation protection. The motives were first of all to protect the physicians
and their assistants, but radiation damages were observed in patients as well. More
systematic radiation protection efforts were initiated in 1928 with the establishment of an
international committee, now known as International Commission on Radiological
Protection, ICRP.
3

ICRP has through several decades developed a radiation protection philosophy based on a
broad scientific basis, and formulated some fundamental principles given by the key
words Justification, optimization and dose limitation. The dose limits, which have
changed several times, apply to radiation workers and members of the public. For
medical exposures of patients as part of their own investigation or treatment, dose limits
have not been specified by the ICRP, since such exposures are usually intended to
provide a direct benefit to the exposed individual. However, the principles of justification
and optimization apply, and are important for the radiation protection in this case.
Justification of practices and optimization of protection became the leading principles for
keeping individual doses and the number of individual exposed As Low As Reasonable
Achievable (ALARA).

1.3.1Justification:
The justification of practice leading to medical exposure should be dealt with in the same
way as to justification of other radiological practice, which implies that no practice
should be adopted unless it produce sufficient benefit to the exposed individual or to the
society to offset radiation detriment that it may cause .
The 1990 ICRP recommendations in publication 60 elaborate on this justification
principle at two levels, first is justification at the level where the practices are defined in
broad terms and the second is with respect to the case by case justification of individual
procedures [1].

1.3.2 Optimization:
The ICRP principle of optimization evolved over a number of decades as more
quantitative approach of ALARA principle.
Optimization will in practice be a task of making the best possible balance between
necessary doses and adequate image quality, as well as economical, practical and social
factors. For diagnostic medical exposures the optimization principle has two major
aspects. First, the optimization of protection for the medical staff and member of the
public. Secondly, the optimization of the medical examinations, taking into account the
4

clinical requirements of the examination and the patient doses involved. Done properly,
optimization can contribute to the achievement of «good medical practice». ICRP has
given supplementary recommendations and information with respect to radiation
protection in medical exposure [1].

1.4 General Literature review:
Through the last two decades, several surveys have been performed studying the annual
collective effective doses in a number of countries. The lessons learned are first of all the
recognition of the significant variations in patient doses between different radiological
departments for the same type of examinations.
A.Aroua (2007) conducted a nationwide investigation in Switzerland to establish the
exposure of population by medical x-ray and update the result of 1998 survey [9]. The
frequency study addressed 206 general practitioners, 30 hospitals and 10 private
radiology institutes. The investigation showed that the total number of all medical x-ray
examination performed by GPs registered a 1% decreased between 1998 and 2003, the
study indicated also that the total number of all x-ray examination performed in hospitals
increased by 4% with a slight increase of radiographies by 1%, both changes in the
frequency and the effective dose led to 20% increase in the collective dose. The author
recommended that two types of updating are necessary: an updating surveys every 5
years and a re – evaluation survey every 20 years [7].
Ioana Şorop (2008) performed national study in Romania to update the magnitude of
medical radiation exposure from conventional x-ray examinations, in order to optimise
the radiological protection to the population in a cost-effective manner[8]. Effective
doses from diagnostic radiology were estimated for adult and paediatric patients
undergoing the 20 most important types of x-ray examination. Data were collected from
179 x-ray departments, selected by their annual workload, throughout the country.
Estimates were made using two dosimetric quantities: entrance surface dose, derived
from the absorbed dose in air measured by simulation of radiographic examinations, and
dose–area product, measured during fluoroscopic examinations performed on adult and
5

paediatric patients. Conversion coefficients to effective dose of the UK National
Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) have been used in all calculations. So he found
that The effective dose per patient from all medical x-ray examinations was 0.74 mSv
and the resulting annual collective effective dose was 6930 man Sv, with annual effective
dose per caput of 0.33 mSv. The current size of population exposure from diagnostic
radiology is lower than the previous one by 40% [8].
Another study was performed by Cornelia Diaconescu and Olga Iacob (2002) to update
the annual frequency of X-ray examinations and the pattern of paediatric radiology in
2000 year. Also, to assess in terms of effective dose the magnitude of pediatric patient
exposure during conventional X-ray examinations, selected by their high frequencies or
their relatively high doses delivered to patient. The annual effective doses from all
medical examinations for the average pediatric patients are as follows: 0.85 mSv for 0
year old, 0.53 mSv for 1 year old, 0.56 mSv for 5 year old, 0.72 mSv for 10year old and
0.74 mSv for 15 year old. The resulting annual collective effective dose was evaluated at
872 manSv, with the largest contribution of pelvis and hip examinations. However, this
value could be much larger because the CT annual use increased in 2000 y up to 3.1% of
total examinations from a negligible one of 0.1% in previous survey [9].
In order to determine current levels and recent nationwide trends in radiological
examination frequency, as well as to update corresponding collective effective dose
estimates. Examination frequencies were obtained from radiology management systems
at all hospitals and private radiology enterprises across Norway in terms of number of
examination codes. During the last decade, the overall examination frequency increased
by 16% to 910 per 1000 inhabitants, excluding nuclear imaging and dental radiology. The
largest increase in examination frequency occurred in MRI (10-fold increase) Total
patient collective effective dose from diagnostic radiological examinations, CED, in units
of man Sv, was calculated according to the formula, CED = ∑EiNi, where Ei is the mean
effective dose to patients from a particular examination type and Ni is the corresponding
number of examinations of that type performed each year. .the contribution to collective
6

effective dose from radiological examinations was estimated to 4960 man Sv or 1.09 mSv
per inhabitant; representing a 40% increase from 1993 to 2002. Estimates of the mean
effective dose for each examination type were predominantly obtained from national dose
surveys carried out by NRPA and published by Olerud and colleagues. Organ-weighting
factors according to ICRP Publication 60 were used in these dose surveys, this study
conducted by. Ingelin Børretzen(2007) [10].
Medical radiation exposure of the U.S. population has not been systematically evaluated
for almost 25 y. In 1982, the per capita dose was estimated to be 0.54 mSv and the
collective dose 124,000 person-Sv. The preliminary estimates of the NCRP Scientific
Committee 6-2 medical subgroup are that, in 2006, the per capita dose from medical
exposure (not including dental or radiotherapy) had increased almost 600% to about 3.0
mSv and the collective dose had increased over 700% to about 900,000 person-Sv.(this
study conducted by Fred A. Mettler, Jr., Bruce R. omadsen, Mythreyi Bhargavan, Debbie
B. Gilley,Joel E. Gray, McCrohan, Terry T. Yoshizumi, and Mahadevappa Mahesh 2008)
[11].
To estimate the annual UK per caput effective dose from all medical and dental x-ray
examinations, information is required on the annual frequency and the mean effective
dose for each type of examination. A recent NRPB survey of the frequency of x-ray
examinations in the UK in 1997/98 has been used to provide the information on the
annual numbers of x-ray examinations. Estimates of the mean effective dose for each
examination were obtained from a number of sources, the predominant one being the
National Patient Dose Database maintained by NRPB. This contains data collected in the
period from 1988 to 2000 covering about 60 types of radiograph and 100 types of x-ray
examination. For other types of examination and when the information held on the
national Patient Dose Database was found to be inadequate to derive reliable effective
doses, (Hart D2001) [12].
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The objective of the past reports of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation (U3,U4, U6, U7, U9, U10) with respect to medical
exposures has been to establish the annual frequency of medical examinations and
procedures involving the use of radiation as well as their associated doses. Reviews have
been performed of practice in diagnostic radiology [3].
Data have been analysed to deduce temporal trends, to evaluate the collective population
dose due to medical exposure and to identify procedures for which the doses are major
contributors to the total collective dose. In earlier UNSCEAR reports on doses from
medical irradiation (U10, U11) the annual frequency of medical exposures was estimated
on the basis of a very limited series of surveys, mainly not exclusively performed in
developed countries, initially information was obtained under board headings such as
diagnostic radiography or diagnostic fluoroscopy [3].
The UNSCEAR 1982 report (U9) was the first to use a surveys, developed by WHO in
cooperation with UNSCEAR to obtain information on the availability of diagnostic
radiology equipment and

the annual frequency of diagnostic x-ray examination in

various countries [6].
In the 1977 report U7 there was a brief review of the frequency of diagnostic x-ray
examination in various countries, surveys made in Japan up to 1974, in Sweden up to
1974 and in United States in 1964 and 1967 where analysed in terms of frequency of
diagnostic x-ray examinations by type. Since the new surveys have become available
from Australia, Finland, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Poland, Romania, Sweden,
the USSR and the United Kingdom, the data available have been expressed in terms of
the annual per caput examination in order to allow comparison between countries to be
made. The total collective effective dose from diagnostic x-ray examination in Poland in
1976 was reported to be 20,000 man Sv which corresponds to about 600 man Sv per
million population, the total collective effective dose from diagnostic x-ray examination
in Japan in 1974 was estimated to be 200,000 man Sv which corresponds to be 1800 man
8

Sv per million population. The committee had no other quantitative information from
which to obtain reasonable estimate of collective effective dose applying generally to
population of the world. The data from Poland and Japan differ by a factor of about 3. On
the assumption that these data might be applicable to other areas, the annual collective
effective attributable to medical irradiation for diagnostic purposes might be of the order
of 1000 man Sv per million population in industrialized countries this is an annual per
caput effective dose to 1mSv. In developing countries, having lower frequency of
examinations the value would be correspondingly less [6].
The purpose of UNSCEAR 2008 report is to assess the magnitude of use of medical
exposures around the globe in the period 1997- 2007, to determine the relative
contribution to doses from various modalities and procedures and to assess trends [3].
In the period 1997-2007 covered by the 2008 UNSCEAR report, the estimated annual
collective effective dose to the world population from diagnostic medical and dental
radiological examination is estimated to be 4000,000 man Sv, Since the previous survey
(U3) there has been arise of approximately, 1,700,000 man Sv. this increase results in
part from an increase in the annual frequency of diagnostic medical [3].

1.5Objectives:
The objectives of this study are:
General objective: To evaluate public exposure from medical uses, specifically from
conventional x-ray procedures.
Specific objectives:
1. To estimate the annual collective effective dose from conventional X-ray
examinations.
2. To estimate the annual frequencies of different examinations.
3. To determine the relationship between the frequency of different examinations
and their contribution to the collective dose.
9

Thesis outlines:
This thesis consists of five chapters; in the first chapter general introduction, biological
effects of radiation, principles of radiation protection, literature review and the objectives
of this study are presented. In chapter two, the ionizing radiation, production and
properties of x-rays, radiation quantities and units are presented. Materials and methods
used are described in chapter three. Results and discussion are provided in chapter four.
Conclusions are given in chapter five.
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CHAPTER TWO
Theoretical Background

2.1 Ionizing Radiation:
Ionizing radiation is energy that is carried by any of several types of particles and rays
(electromagnetic radiation) given off by radioactive material, X-ray machines, and
nuclear reactions. This energy can knock electrons out of molecules with which they
interact, thus creating ions. The occurrence of ionization depends on the energy of the
impinging individual particles or waves, and not on their number. An intense flood of
particles or waves will not cause ionization if these particles or waves do not carry
enough energy to be ionizing. Roughly speaking, particles or photons with energies
above a few electron volts (eV) are ionizing. Examples of ionizing particles are energetic
alpha particles, beta particles, and neutrons.
Non-ionizing radiation, such as that emitted by a laser, is different because it does not
create ions when it interacts with matter but dissipates energy generally in the form of
heat [13].
Plain radiography:
Radiography is the imaging of body structures using X-rays. X-rays are a form of
radiation similar to visible light, radiowaves and microwaves. X-radiation is special
because it has a very high energy level that allows the X-ray beam to penetrate through
the body and create an image or picture. The image is created due to the X-ray beam
being absorbed differently by different structures or parts in the body.
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2.2 Physics of X-rays:
X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation. X-rays commonly used in medical
application have a wavelength in the range of 10 to 0.01 nanometers, corresponding to
energies of 40kV to 150kV in diagnostics procedures. They are shorter in wavelength
than UV rays. In many languages, X-radiation is called Röntgen radiation after its first
investigator, Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, who had originally called them X-rays meaning
an unknown type of radiation. When fast moving electrons slam into a metal object, xrays are produced. The kinetic energy is transformed into electromagnetic energy.
The function of the x-ray machine is to provide a sufficient intensity of electron flow
from the cathode (a filament) to the anode in a controlled manner. The three principal
parts of an x-ray machine are the control panel, a high-voltage power supply, and the xray tube are all designated to provide a large number of electrons focused to a small spot
in such a manner that when electrons arrive at a target, they have acquired a kinetic
energy [14].

2.3 Interaction of X-rays with Matter
X-ray interactions are important in diagnostic examinations for many reasons. For
example, the selective interaction of x-ray photons with the structure of the human body
produces the image.
Interaction types:
Photon interaction:
As an x-ray passes through an object, three possible fates await each photon:
1. It can penetrate the section of the matter without interacting.
2. It can interact with the matter and completely absorbed by depositing its energy.
3. It can interact and be scattered or deflected from its original direction and deposit
part of its energy.
There are two kinds of interactions through witch photons deposit their energy, both are
with electron. In one type of interaction the photon loses all its energy, in the other, it
12

loses apportion of its energy, and the remaining energy is scattered. These two
interactions are shown in figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2:

2.3.1 Photoelectric effect:
In the photoelectric effect (sometimes referred to as the photo effect) the photon interacts
with a tightly bound orbital electron of an attenuator and disappears, while the orbital
electron is ejected from the atom as a photoelectron with a kinetic energy EK given as:

E K  hv  E B

(2.3)

here hυ is the incident photon energy and EB is the binding energy of the electron. The
energy transfer is a two – step process. The photoelectric interaction in which the photon
transfers its energy to the electron is the first step. The depositing of the energy in the
surrounding matter by the electron is the second step. Photoelectric interactions are most
probable when the electron binding energy is slightly less than the energy of photon. The
photons energy is divided into two parts by the interaction. Apportion of the energy is
used to overcome the electrons binding energy and to remove it from the atom. The
remaining energy is transferred to electron as kinetic energy. The photoelectric effect is
explained by figure (2.4) – [16].

Figure 2.4: Photoelectric effect
The atomic attenuation coefficient for the photoelectric effect aτ is proportional to

Z 4 /(hv) 3 , while the mass attenuation coefficient for the photoelectric effect τm is
13

proportional to (Z/hυ)³ where Z is the atomic number of the attenuator and hυ is the
photon energy .
The cross-section for photoelectric effect σph depends on h υ and Z according to:

 ph 

z

5

(hv) 7 / 2

(2.4)
[14]

2.3.2 Compton Effect:
The Compton effect or Compton scattering, also known as incoherent scattering, occurs
when the incident x-ray photon ejects a electron from an atom and an x-ray photon of
lower energy is scattered from the atom. Relativistic energy and momentum are
conserved in this process and the scattered x-ray photon has less energy and therefore
greater wavelength than the incident photon. Compton Scattering is important for low
atomic number specimens. At energies of 100 keV -- 10 MeV the absorption of radiation
is mainly due to the Compton Effect.
The Compton Effect will occur with very low atomic weight targets even at relatively
low X-ray energies. The effect may be thought of as a scattering of the photons by
atomic electrons. In the process, also called Compton scattering, the incident X-ray
changes direction and loses energy, the photon loses part of its energy to the recoil
(Compton) electron and is scattered as photon hv′ through a scattering angle θ , as
shown schematically in figure (2.5). Angle υ represents the angle between the incident
photon direction and the direction of the recoil electron [15]. The change in photon
wavelength ∆λ is given by the well known Compton relationship:

   c (1  cos  ) (2.5)
where λC is the Compton wavelength of the electron, expressed as:
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c




h
 0.024 A (2.6)
me c

The Compton electron will typically interact with other atoms producing secondary
ionizations. Since they possess relatively low energy, the x-rays produced will generally
be low energy also. [13]
The maximum possible energy, E, of a Compton electron (the ―Compton edge‖) is equal
to:
E=

Ex

1 4 E x

(2.7)

Where Ex is the energy of the incident photon. Qualitatively, it is easy to see that the
Compton electrons will be significantly less energetic than photoelectrons for an equal
value of Ex [15].

Figure 2.5: Compton Effect

The Compton interaction represents a photon interaction with an essentially free and
stationary electron (hυ >> EB). Consequently, the atomic Compton attenuation coefficient
aσC

depends linearly on the atomic number Z of the attenuator, while eσC and σC/ρ, the

electronic and mass Compton attenuation coefficients, respectively, are independent of Z
.
The cross-section for photoelectric effect σc depends on h υ and Z according to:
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c 

Z
hv

(2.8)

[14]

.

2.3.3 Pair production:
Pair production is a photon –matter interaction that is not encountered in diagnostic
procedures because it can occur only with photons with energies in excess of 1.02 Mev.
In a pair production interaction, the photons interact with the nucleus in such manner that
its energy is converted into matter. The interaction produces a pair of particles an
electron–positron pair with a combined kinetic energy equal to hυ – 2mec² is produced in
the nuclear Coulomb field. And the photon disappears. This is explained in figure 2.6.
Since mass is produced out of photon energy in the form of an electron–positron pair,
pair production has an energy threshold (minimum photon energy required for the effect
to happen) of 2mec² = 1.02 MeV.
The probability for pair production is zero for photon energies below the threshold
energy and increases rapidly with photon energy above the threshold [16].

Figure 2.6: Pair production
The atomic attenuation coefficient for pair production aκ and the mass attenuation
coefficient for pair production k/r vary approximately as Z² and Z, respectively, where Z
is the atomic number of the attenuator.
The cross-section for pair production σpp depends on h υ and Z according to:
16

 PP  z 2 ( hv  m c 2 ) (2.9)

[14]

2.3.4 Other Effects
Thomson scattering, also known as Rayleigh, coherent, or classical scattering, occurs
when the x-ray photon interacts with the whole atom so that the photon is scattered with
no change in internal energy to the scattering atom, nor to the x-ray photon. Thomson
scattering is never more than a minor contributor to the absorption coefficient. The
scattering occurs without the loss of energy. Scattering is mainly in the forward direction.
Although this type of interaction is possible at low photons energies, it is generally not
significant in most diagnostic procedures [16].

2.4 Radiation Quantities and Units:
Radiation measurements and investigations of radiation effects require various
specifications of the radiation field at the point of interest. Radiation dosimetry deals with
methods for a quantitative determination of energy deposited in a given medium by
directly or indirectly ionizing radiations. A number of internationall accepted quantities
used for radiation measurement and radiation protection has been defined by the
International Commission for Radiation Protection (ICRP) and the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU). In addition, the international
Standard Organization (ISO) provides guidance on calibration and use of dosimeters and
instruments in terms of these quantities.
The International Atomic Energy Commission (IAEA) uses the recommendations and
definitions of the ICRP, ICRU and ISO as a basis for its guidance in radiation protection.
quantities and units have been defined for describing the radiation beam [14].
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2.5 Physical Quantities:
2.5.1 Photon Fluence and Energy Fluence:
These quantities are usually used to describe photon beams and may also be used in
describing charged particle beams, the ICRU 147 has defined energy fluence as the
quotion of dR by da, where dR is the radiation energy incident on a sphere with the a
cross-sectional area da. This quantity specifies the energy carried by the photons in an xray beam [3].
The unit of energy fluence is J/m2

  dR da

(2.10)

2.5.2 KERMA:
KERMA is an acronym for kinetic energy released per unit mass. It is a nonstochastic
quantity applicable to indirectly ionizing radiations such as photons and neutrons. It
quantifies the average amount of energy transferred from indirectly ionizing radiation to
directly ionizing radiation without concern as to what happens after this transfer [3].
Kerma is defined at a point and is given by:

K
Where d

dEer

dm (2.11)

is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all charged particles liberated by

photons in a mass dm.
The unit of kerma is joule per kilogram (J/kg). The name for the unit of kerma is the gray
(Gy), where 1 Gy = 1 J/kg
18

For medical exposures, air kerma K is commonly used. Air kerma for photons of a single
energy is given by:


K a    tr 
  a

(2.12)


Where the  tr  is mass energy transfer coefficient for air , for medical exposures, the
 a

photon beam is usually not monoenergetic, in these circumstances the mass energy
transfer coefficient must be weighted according to the energy fluence [3].

2.5.3Absorbed Dose:
The deposition of energy due to ionizing radiation in a material is quantified by the
absorbed dose, D, absorbed dose is defined as:

D 

d
dm

(2.13)

Where d  is the mean energy imparted by the radiation to matter of mass dm. Absorbed
dose D, to a material t is related to the energy fluence, by the mass energy absorption


coefficient  en  in the material, under a condition of charge particle equilibrium.
 t

For photons of a single energy, D is given by:

Dt =

   tr   (2.14)

t

The unit of absorbed dose is joule per kilogram (J/kg). The name for the unit of absorbed
dose is the gray (Gy) .[3]
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In medical images where polychromatic x-ray photons are usual, the mean value of

  en  , weighted according to the energy distribution of the energy fluence, is used. If

  t




bremsstrahlung is negligible  en  =  tr  hince


t   t

= Absorbed dose rate , is

defined as:

D 0  dD

dt (2.15)

Units J Kg-1 S-1
Incident dose is the dose on the central axis of the x-ray beam at the point where the x-ray
beam enters the patient, it does not include backscatter [3].
Entrance Surface Air Kerma (ESAK) is the air kerma on the central x-ray beam axis at
the point where the x-ray beam enters the patient or phantom, it includes the effect of
backscatter. ESAK is recommended by the ICRU for dosimetry in medical imaging [3].

2.5.4 Exposure:
The quantity exposure X is defined by the ICRU 147 as:

X  dQ

dm (2.16)

Where dQ is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air
when all electrons and positrons liberated or created by photons in air of mass dm are
completely stopped in air. The unit of exposure is the coulomb per kilogram of air C /Kg.
The conventional unit for exposure is Roentgen (R).
1R =2.58 *10-4 C/Kg
20

1 C /Kg = 3876 R

[3]

2.5.5 Average absorbed dose:
The International Commission on Radiological Protection ICRP has recommended that
average absorbed dose in a tissue or organ be the basic quantity for assessing stochastic
risk. The ICRU has defined the average absorbed dose

, in specific organ or tissue T as

the total energy imparted to the tissue  T divided by the mass

DT   T

mT

:

(2.17)

The risk of stochastic effect is dependent on the type and energy of radiation as well as
on the absorbed dose. As a consequence, the ICRP has recommended that the organ dose
be weighted by the radiation weighting factor, [3]. The values of the radiation weighting
factors are given by the parameters of the external radiation field only (by the type and
spectral distribution of the radiation incident on the body). This means that WR is a bodyaveraged value representing a mean value for the relative biological effectiveness of all
tissues of the body. Because the WR value is the same for all organs in a body, this
procedure obviously ignores any local variation of the radiation quality in the human
body which may result from the generation of secondary radiation of different types in
the human body. This effect is important mainly in the case of incident neutrons where
secondary photons strongly contribute to the absorbed doses of various organs. The WR
values for various types of radiation are specified in ICRP 60. Table (2.1) summarizes
the various radiation weighting factors WR as prescribed by the ICRP over the years.
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Table 2.1: Radiation weighting factors (WR) [14]

Type of radiation

WR

Beta

1

Alpha

20

X-rays

1

Gamma rays

1

Neutrons <10KeV

5

Neutrons (10KeV-100KeV)

10

Neutrons (100KeV-2MeV)

20

Neutrons (2MeV- 20MeV)

10

Neutrons >20MeV

5

2.5.6 Equivalent dose:
For stochastic risk assessment the ICRP has introduced the quantity equivalent dose

,

the equivalent dose in a tissue T is given by:

H T   RW R DT , R
Where

(2.18)

is the average absorbed dose to the tissue T from the radiation R and

is

the radiation weighting factor.[3]
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2.5.7 Effective Dose:
The ICRP introduced the unique quantity effective dose equivalent (H or EDE) in its
publication ICRP30 and then redefined and renamed the quantity effective dose E in the
ICRP60, for expressing stochastic risk to radiation workers and to the whole population.
To evaluate effective dose, the equivalent dose to the tissue or organ, H is weighted by
dimensionless tissue weighting factor W T , multiplying the equivalent dose H of an organ
or tissue by its assigned tissue weighting factor W T gives a weighted equivalent dose.
The sum of weighted equivalent doses for a given exposure to radiation is the effective
dose. Thus:

E  WT H T
  T WT W R DT , R

(2.20)

Table (2.2) summarizes the various tissue weighting factors

as prescribed by the

ICRP over the years. Tissue weighting factors represent judgment by the ICRP of the
relative contribution of organs or tissues to the total detriment associated with stochastic
effects, the sum of the tissue weighting factors is unity. Thus the numerical value of
effective dose resulting from non-uniform irradiation is intended to be that equivalent
dose which, if received uniformly by the whole body, would result in the same total risk.
(Whole body doses are usually meaningless for assessing the risk of medical exposures,
because non- uniform and localized energy deposition is averaged over the mass of the
entire body). In 2007, the ICRP approved new tissue-weighting factors that will change
effective doses slightly for most examinations [3].
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Table2.2 Summary of tissue weighting factors: [3]
Tissue

Weighting

Factors
organ

ICRP30

ICRP60

ICRP103

gonads

0.25

0.20

0.08

Red bone marrow

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

stomach

0.12

0.12

bladder

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.12

liver

0.05

0.04

oesophagus

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

colon
lungs

breasts

thyroid

0.12

0.15

0.03

skin
Bone surfaces

0.03

Salivary glands

0.01

brain

0.01

reminder

0.3

0.05

0.12
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2.5.8 Collective effective dose:
The collective dose to the population is the sum, over all types of examinations, of the
mean effective dose E, for specific examination type multiplying by the number of these
examinations n. The number of examination may be deduced from the annual frequency.
The unit of collective effective dose is man Sv.
The per caput effective dose is also used to quantify exposures that result from diagnostic
radiology, it is the collective effective dose averaged over population of both exposed and
non-exposed individuals. [3]
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CHAPTER THREE
Materials and Methods

To estimate the annual collective effective dose from conventional x-ray examinations,
information is required on the annual frequency and the mean effective dose for each type
of examination.

3.3 Estimation of x-ray examination frequencies:
Data were collected from ten major hospitals in the Sudanese capital Khartoum. Ten Xray units were included in the study. The hospitals that participated in the study included
private and public hospitals. Hospital details with the relevant X-ray equipment data are
presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 data about manufacturer,
Hospital No. Hospital

Manufacturer

Installation
Date

1.

Alzaitona Hospital

Toshiba

2009

2.

Asia Hospital

Listem

2006

3.

Alnileen

Shimazdu

2006

4.

Alshaab Teaching Hospital

Shimazdu

2004

5.

Khartoum Teaching Hospital

Shimazdu

2007

6.

Fedal Hospital

Toshiba

2009

7.

IbnAlhaytham Hospital

Shimazdu

2010

8.

Military Hospital

Siemens

2010

9.

Omdurman Teaching Hospital

Shimazdu

2005

10.

Khartoum

Teaching Shimazdu

2010

North

Hospital
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These hospitals were chosen for the study because they are the largest hospitals in the
country in terms of workload. As an example one of them has a room with an average
workload of 120 patients per day. Initially, the frequency of examination is directly
obtained by asking radiographers in charge of the diagnostic facilities. Each radiographer
was asked to provide information with respect to his X-ray radiography unit, including
manufacturer, year of installation. The collected data provide information on the
frequencies of some examinations selected by their high frequencies or their relatively
high doses delivered to patient.

3.2 Assessment of collective effective dose:
Total patient collective effective dose from diagnostic radiological examinations, CED, in
units of man Sv was calculated according to the formula:
(3.1)
Where E i the mean effective dose to patients from a particular examination is type and
N i is the corresponding number of examinations of that type performed each year. N i

was obtained by multiplying the annual frequency of examinations by the total number
of X- ray machines in Sudan which was estimated to be 500 from the records of Quality
Control department and the Ministry of Health.
Estimates of the mean effective dose for each examination type were predominantly
obtained from national dose survey carried out by Suliman et al.Organ-weighting factors
according to ICRP Publication 60 were used in these dose surveys.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results and discussion
4.1 Results
Results of the present study are presented as levels and trends in national examination
frequencies, followed by corresponding levels and trends in collective effective dose
estimates.
4.1.1 Examination frequency:
Table 4.1 shows nationwide examination frequencies that include the number of
examinations per day, average and the total number of plain radiography examinations.
The average number of examination per day ranged from 6 in Skull PA to 52 in Chest PA
examinations. The study showed that there is considerable number of paediatric patient
being refereed to general radiography hospitals. This number could be even larger at
hospitals in rural areas and small towns because there are no dedicated paediatric
hospitals.
4.1.2 Collective doses
The number of procedures(per day, week and year, effective dose per procedure and
annual collective dose for the various x-ray machines are shown in Table 4.2. It can be
seen from the table that chest radiography is the most frequent examination followed by
the limb AP, PA joints and chest examinations.
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Table 4.1 Plain radiography examination frequencies, Examination number per day:
examination

Abdomen

Hospitals
H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

2

3

6

-

10

5

5

11

65

16

Ap

average

14

Chest PA

40

1o

16

42

60

25

-

66

87

80

52

Pelvis AP

10

2

5

1

51

10

4

10

52

36

18

Ls AP

60

-

11

1

12

10

13

7

21

-

17

LS PA

60

-

11

1

12

10

13

7

48

20

LS JOINT

60

-

11

1

12

10

13

7

SKUL AP

5

2

4

1

8

3

2

10

SKUL LAT

5

2

4

1

23

10

2

10

7

SKUL PA

5

4

1

8

10

2

10

6

OTHERS

50

5

7

1

60

30

8

64

175

360

76

PAEDITRIC

10

1

3

5

15

7

4

8

20

30

10

total

16
48

60

14

223
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Table4.2: Estimated number and collective doses from various categories of conventional
procedures:
Examination

Number of

Number

Total

Effective

Annual

exams per

of

annual

dose per

collective

day

exams

number of

procedure

effective

per year

exams ( N i )

(µSv)

dose(man
Sv)

Abdomen AP

14

4100

2,050,000

215

441

Chest PA

52

15600

7,800,000

21.3

166

Pelvis AP

18

5430

2,715,000

232

630

LS AP

17

5063

2,531,500

215

544

LS PA

20

6075

3,037,500

90.7

276

LS JOINT

16

4886

2,443,000

215

525

SKUL AP

14

4290

2,145,000

14.1

30

SKUL LAT

7

2138

1,069,000

7.9

9

SKUL PA

6

1714

857,000

14.1

12

OTHERS

76

22800

11,400,000

14.1

161

PAEDITRIC

10

3090

1545000

Total

223

67020

337,593,000

1039

2793
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Show the data on the percentage contribution of each examination on the total annual
collective effective dose are shown in Table 4.3 and graphically depicted in Figure 4.1. It
can seen that pelvis examinations presented the highest percentage collective dose (630
man Sv) followed by LS AP and Joint. Skull LAT procedure presented the lowest
percentage collective dose (9 man Sv). This can be ascribed to the relatively low effective
doses to patient undergoing Skull examination due to less radiosensitive organs contained
in the skull.
Table 4.3 Percentage of annual examination (%) and collective effective dose
Examination

Percentage of annual

Collective effective dose

examination (%)

(%)

Abdomen Ap

5

16

Chest PA

21

6

Pelvis AP

7

23

LS AP

7

19

LS PA

8

10

LS JOINT

6

19

SKUL AP

6

1

SKUL LAT

3

0.3

SKUL PA

2

0.4

Others

30

6

PAEDITRIC

4
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Percentage (%) Collective Effective Dose(CED)
for standard plain radiography x-ray
examinations
25

20

15

10
CED%
5

0

standard plain radiography examinations
Figure 4.1: percentage (%) Collective Effective Dose (CED) for standard plain
radiography x-ray examinations
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percentage(%) ExaminationFrequency for
standard plain radiography x-ray
Examinations
35
30
25
20
15
Frequency %
10
5
0

standard plain radiography examinations
Figure 4.2: percentage (%) examination frequency for standard plain radiography x-ray
examination
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In Table 4.4 the results of the present study are compared to the results of collective dose
estimates from plain radiography procedures.
Table.4.4 Comparison of the collective effective doses estimated in the present study with
those from UK and USA.
Examinations

Sudan CED man Sv

U.S CED man Sv

U.K CED man Sv

Abdomen AP

441

10,475

644

Chest PA

166

12,894

825

Pelvis AP

630

13,156

166

total

1237

36,525

1635
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4.2 Discussion
Although medical exposures in diagnostic radiology contribute to a significant radiation
dose to population, their use is justified because benefits to individual patients
undergoing certain procedure overweight the radiation detriment. However, assessing
annual collective doses is important. According to the findings, the annual frequency of
conventional X-ray examinations in Sudan is (337,593,000) examinations resulting in
annual collective effective dose of (2793 man.Sv).
The estimates of collective effective dose presented here are average for the Sudan
population from plain radiography procedures. While effective doses for a given
examination have been used, collective dose for a specific examination may vary
substantially due to some examination delivered much higher effective dose than others.
The trends in examination frequency and collective effective dose are illustrated in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2. It is evident that some single type of examinations gives high
contributions to collective effective dose, despite their low frequency. As can be seen the
highest contributors to annual collective effective dose are pelvis, followed by LS and
abdomen AP, although the x-ray examination of chest and the others examinations
accumulate frequency over 20 % and 30 % respectively, their contribution to collective
dose summarizes only 6 percent, this is due the sensitivity of organs and tissues to
radiation. The contribution of skull LAT and skull PA to annual effective dose is very
small much less than 1%.
The ICRP has recently approved new recommendations which will change the overall set
of tissue weighting factors; these changes would decrease effective doses for
examinations of the pelvis and increase effective doses for procedures which expose the
chest. The collective effective doses presented here should be used with caution when
evaluating an individual procedure. In addition, the values presented above for various
examinations are averages given with the realization that for any examination, actual
doses in practice may vary by an order of magnitude.
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The results obtained in the present study are compared to the results that were obtained
from the literatures. The data presented in Table 4.4 indicates that the annual collective
dose to population from conventional X-ray examinations is 1237 man Sv. This value is
low compared to collective dose levels reported in developed countries such as U.S
(36,525). This is due to low examination frequency in Sudan. A study was conducted in
UK by NRPB in 2002 to estimate public exposure from diagnostic radiology. The survey
covered 38 hospitals as a representative sample for 65 UK hospitals [12]. As can be seen
from Table 4.4, the estimated annual collective dose to population in the present study
were not that different from those reported in developed countries particularly the
collective effective doses from Abdomen examinations but there is huge difference in the
values of collective dose from pelvis and Chest examinations.
Literature and data form African and developing countries is not widely available to
compare the determined results with data from countries of same situation as Sudan in the
field of diagnostic radiology. On the other hand, the frequency of paediatric examination
is 4% of the total annual number of examinations. Collective doses from paediatric
examinations were not estimated because typical effective doses from paediatric
examinations were not available at the time of the study.
It is instructive to compare magnitude of the annual collective effective dose (2793man
Sv) from medical devices in the Sudan with other global man-made sources. For
example, the global annual collective effective dose from fallout was estimated to be less
than 30,000 manSv and the global annual occupation collective effective dose was
estimated to be less than 5,000 man Sv (UNSCEAR 2000). The United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) has estimated that the total
worldwide collective effective dose over all time from the Chernobyl accident is less than
500, 000 man Sv.
The uncertainty in the estimate of the total collective dose from all x-ray examinations in
the Sudan is a combination of the uncertainties in the estimates of the frequency and the
effective dose for each types of examination studied in this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion
The examination frequency and the annual collective dose to population from plain
radiography procedures were estimated. The resulted annual collective dose from
conventional X-ray procedures was estimated to be (2793 man.Sv) with the highest
contribution from pelvis examinations (630 man.Sv) followed by LS AP(544 man.Sv),
LS JOINT(525 man.Sv) and Abdomen AP (441 man Sv) examinations. The study
showed that annual collective dose to population from plain radiography procedures in
Sudan are low compared to doses from such procedures to other nations in particular
developed countries. The relatively low collective dose values for the Sudan would
appear to be due to both a lower frequency of x-ray examinations and generally lower
doses per examination or lower number of machine than those in developed countries.
Future trends are likely to show a further increase in medical exposure for several reasons
due to the increasing medical center using X-ray machines. The ﬁndings of the present
work can be used as a baseline upon which future dose assessment maybe compared. The
results are also useful to national and professional organizations. They are expected to
encourage further dose surveys in the area of assessing the public exposure from medical
as well as other manmade sources activities.
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